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Vandal sabotages Knippers' nudes
By R. Kennedy &K. Case
Staff Writers
Chattanooga resident Charles
Wysong, 55, ripped down three
paintings of this year's Staley lecturer, artist~ Knippers, on Feb.
14.
Each of the paintings contained
Christ in the nude and was part
of an exhibit of biblical scenes
containing disrobed characters.
After the incident, Wysong
declared that he was responsible.
"I felt led of the Lord to do
this," said Wysong referring to
his destruction of the nude paintings, which he stated "violated
the law of blasphemy... .lewd depictions of the Son of God."
The administration did not
wish to release Wysong's name
or press legal charges against

him.
Due to Covenant's legal status
as a higher learning institution it
is unable to press charges against

an individual, according to Scott
Raymond, Dean of Students.
Raymond said the school is
seeking to resolve the problem
with Biblical arbitration and restitution.
"I don't care if they do or don't
[press charges]," said Wysong of
his act. "I just wanted to get it [the
paintings] off the wall."
According to Ed Kellogg, Professor of Art and good friend of
Knippers, the oil-on-paper paintings were worth between $800
and $1,000 each.
When asked if he planned to
make any sort restitution for the
damages, Wysong replied, "No,
none."
"This kind of thing is a completely selfish act. It's not motivated by the love of God at all,
but rather the love of self...I don't
want revenge on this person, I
just hope that the Holy Spirit
might work in his heart to help
him see the real nature of this

thing that he has done," said
Kellogg.
"Ed [Knippers] said that he
hoped that the person really understood that the work ~e destroyed was that of a brother [in
Christ]," continued Kellogg.
"I couldn't believe ... a Christian man would paint something
so vile," said Wysong.
'The fact that the [students and
administration of Covenant College] sat there, showed they
didn't have the decency to do
anything about that vile, wicked,
lewd display ... they don't have
any spine," continued Wyman ..
As of press time, Knippers was
unsure as to whether or not he
was going to press charges.
Covenant is planning on making restitution and paying for the
paintings because Wysong has no .
intention of paying for them himself.
Charles Wysong is currently in
charge of the American Rights

;

,

The school does not plan to press charges for the vandalized art.
Coalition, a pro-life organization
which provides post-abortion services to women. Wysong is not
an official member of a certain
church in the area.
"I am usually out preaching on

Sunday and I don't attend a
church in this area, travelling
around preaching, but I'm not
into denominations ."

(See transcript of interview on
page 12)

Professor awaits Board approval of Chaplaincy
By J. Huisman & K. Case
News Editor, Staff Writer

Donovan Graham shifts the focus· of his ministry at Covenant.

Donovan Graham, Professor of
Education, has been appointed
Covenant College's Chaplain.
His appointment will be presented to the Board of Trustees
for approval this March.
Graham was nominated by the
Chapel Committee, and approved
by Scott Raymond, Dean of Students; Nick Barker, Dean of Faculty; and President Frank Brock.
His responsibilities will be to
"officiate and admi nistrate the
chapel program, ... according to
Raymond.
"My goal is to spread ownership for chapel across campus to
include responsibility and care by
students, administration and faculty," commented Graham.
"Chapel should be a community
experience."
"In my mind it's more of a reassignment of responsibility. All

of the responsibility of chapel
moves off of student development and into Dr. Graham 's
hands," said Raymond.
Grahams responsibilities will
be shifted so that half of his time
will be devoted to his chaplain
duties, one-fourth to teaching,
and one-fourth to counseling,
explained Raymond.
He will stop teaching one of the
Master's program classes, and
will limit his involvement in Self
in Society. He will continue to
teach Educational Psychology
and a few education classes.
"I am conc~rned with the spiritual well-being of campus. My
real passion in life has been to
help people become more acquainted with the love of God,"
said Graham.
"I think [Graham's chaplain
appointment] is a very good
thing, I think that it suits Dr.
Graham 's interests and gifts. I am
very much in favor of this." said

Barker.
The Truslees adopted a statement last fall concerning the
Chapel Program , which contained statements about the appointment of a Dean of Chapel
services.
The document stated that the
Dean of Chapel Services would
chair the chapel committee which
is supposed to "co n tinually
evaluate the program, to educate
the community concerning the
purpose and practice of chapel ,
and to generate support for and
involvement in the chapel program."
The document also stated specifically that "we are accountable
to one another for worship and
learning that we hold in common
as a college, and deny that this
person should take up primary responsibility for this work . .
"This Dean should not be con-

continued on page 3
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Open resolution of conflict beneficial
Something having the magnitude of
Charles Wysong ' s destruction of Ed
Knippers ' paintings evokes a multitude of
different opinions, emotions and actions.
The fac t that the administration was so
reticent about publically discussing the
incident and the individual, shows that this
is an extremely sensitive, and potentially
volatile issue.
A man committed a crime against another man, against an academic institution
and against the law.
If the vandal had been a heathen raging
against conventional pictures of Christ the
actions taken against the perpetrator would
be more clear-cut and much different.
However, both the vandal and the victim are brothers in Christ, Covenant College confesses "in all things . . . Christ pre- ·

eminent," and all parties involved serve
the Transcendent Law-giver.
This poses an immense dilemma for
Christians-how to rebuke fellow believers so that we express an unwavering stand
for what is right while simultaneously conveying Christ's love?
As Christians we need to learn how to
deal with conflicts out in the open so the
world can see our love being expressed in
conjuction with our intolerance for what
we believe is wrong-even within the
Church.
We should not be afraid of the truth or
negative effects we foresee it may bring·.
We need to whole-heartedly embrace what
we believe to be right and emphatically
decry what we believe to be wrong.
The apostles weren ' t ashamed of their

disagreements . Paul rebuked Peter for
wrong behavior. We can't try to· hide imperfections within our own Body, we need
to humbly wrestle through them.
If, in our humility and honesty, we are
the first to uncover falsity or wrong-doing among ourselves, perhaps the 'world '
will not have such a hey-day revealing it,
to our shame, unto the rest of the world.
I hope that this brief editorial is not taken
as an attempt to"justify running a story that
may be conceived of sensationally.
I pray that God will give us humility and
discernment iri dealing with this situation
that so painfully forces us to reconcile our
opinions, emotions and actions.

Movies offer portrayal, n~t involventent
Dear Editor:
In the past two issues of The Bagpipe,
students have written articles attempting
to define the effects of popular movies on
the spiritual lives of members ofthe community here at Covenant.
I commend them as Christians for their
concern about the spiritual lives of their
· brothers and sisters and for attempting to
illuminate this area of cultural activity.
However, as a mo vie watcher, the
teac her of a class called "Reading Film,"
and a fellow fo llower of Jesus Christ, I .
found something in their articles disturbing .
In their analysis of the types of sins
watching mo vies might involve us in, the
writers seemed to be flirting with the temptation to fo ster cultural withdrawal.
One receives the impress ion from their
essays that seei ng si n portrayed on the
screen, whether it be blasphemy, or profanity, or fornication, or m urder, somehow
necessarily involves the viewer in committing sin.
Of course, in one sense, seeing a sin
portrayed in a work of art should involve
us in sin . We should be reminded of what
it means to be sinful human beings; the
best works of art often do this.
Paradise Lost helps us to see our own
fallenness as we experience the fall of "our
first parents." The Scarlet Letter (the book ·
at any rate) helps us to experience and to
understand Hester's sin and her way of justifying it as well as Dirnmesdale's shame
and hypocrisy.
And Martin Scorcese's fine movie Raging Bull forces us not just to see, but to
experience the overwhelming anger and
pain beneath the raging violence of champion boxer Jake LaMotta; it helped me to
understand the violence at the base of the
definition of masculinity in American culture.
But does our seeking this sort of identification with sinful human experience reany mean that we, too, engage in sin by
going to the theater? I don' tthink most
Christians have thought this through
clearly.
And why do Christians who are unsure
about the purpose and the meaning of the
arts always pick on movie watching as an
example of what they feel are the sins we
might fall into by our involvement in art?
There are , of course reasons which we
could detail.
Movies are a particularly vivid medium ;
they are , perhaps, the most sensually

stimulating arti stic medium ever. developed . And Hollywood culture has .been
marked by those sins of the flesh for which
artists have always been notorious.
Mainly, though, Christians pick on the
cinema because it is more in touch with
the feelings and the desires of the masses
of our culture than is any other artistic medium.
For an of these reasons , movies offer
Christians who want to question the consumption of art good examples of the dangers involved in it. There are, however,
dangers in this tendency to make movies
a special case_
First of all , doing this leads to legalism,
pure and simple. Avoiding watching movies because they are so peculiarly sinful
will not really foster Godliness; it will simply foster legali sm.
I attended a Christian high school at
which all of the students signed a pledge
that they would not attend movies; many
Christian colleges formerly demanded that
students.take such pledges.
And whatever the re asons for these
rules, they re~lly were based on the idea
that one was or could become more Godly
by avoiding such worldly activities as going to theaters.
So avoiding movies is often a symptom
of legalism. But more importantly, avoiding movies is avoiding our culture.
It is an example of the type of cultural
withdrawal from which American Christianity has suffered in the past and from
which we may suffer again unless we Reformed Christians, who have a theology
of culture which should cause us to be suspicious of it, resist it.
In essence, watching movies is no different from reading books, viewing paintings or listening to music. When I see sin
portrayed in a movie, I am simply seeing
someone's artistic attempt to portray the
sins of our society.
I am being told in The Bagpipe that by
watching that sin I am somehow involving myself in it and condoning it. But that
is no more the case than that I necessarily
involve myself in the sins of my culture
by going to the mall or by going to work
in a secular environment.
Movies are full of violence, profanity
and adultery because our culture is full of
these sin s. Simply observing, or even
studying someone 's artistic reflection of
these things does not make me guilty of
them.
Now, of course, there is a wrong way to

see a movie. And if the writers in The Bagpipe are concerned that we all learn to
watch movies in the right way, then I have
no quarrel with them; that is precisely what
I try to teach my students to do in "Reading Film."
Certainly, as in any other activity, we
should not leave our Christianity at home
when we go to the theater, any more than
when we go to work or go shopping.
When a movie not only reflects, but promotes the ungodliness of culture, we are
_responsi ble as educated Christians to "expose the works of darkness." It is, by the
wa.y, usually irresponsible, and often i-m
possible, for us to do this well withou t seeing the movie.
As wi-th anything outside of the church
and many things within the church, almost
any m ovie will ha ve wi thin it the wonder- .
ful and the insidious. My job as a Christian is to praise the Creator for one and to
decry the other.
Perhaps, too, the idea of entertainment
is also a problem . Movies are entertaining; they get our minds off of things; they
transport us out of our own lives into outer
spa~e or India or the eighteenth century.
There is nothing wrong with being entertained. We should not, however1 be entertained by sin or enjoy seeing the sins of
others portrayed on the screen.
But the same principal holds, of course,
when we read novels, or history books, or
the historical books of the Bible, or when
we see our friends sinning.
We should always respond in a sanctified way to the faults and the sins of others as we see them around us or as we see
them portrayed around us. And we should
all be developing the sorts of sanctified
emotions that allow us to do this.
But we simply cannot withdraw from
the world and avoid all contact with sin; it
doesn't work and the Bible counsels us
against it (I Cor. 5:9-10; Jn. 17: 15).
If we wait until we are totally sanctified in our responses to things before we
allow ourselves to participate in them, we
will all need to spend the rest of our lives
in monasteries.
I commend those who have written in
The Bagpipe. The Lord knows that their
motives are good; they certainly aren ' t
being paid!
I realize that this is not a comprehensive discussions of this issue. Neither is
this intended to shut off debate; may the
discussion continue.
-Cliff Foreman ·

Staff Writers\ . ·
Kara Gr.,ifflth
·Aaron Tbofupson .
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Community to see
referendum vote

Faculty progralll designed
for woinen, minorities

Council to consider canceling conference

By Rob Peck
Assistant News Editor

By Simon White
Guest Writer
After several years of talking about the
Christmas conference, the Student Senate
has finally formed a committee to study
the situation, and to eventually bring the
issue before the Covenant community in
a referendum.
The committee has tentatively scheduled the referendum to be held Wednesday, Feb. 28. The results of the referendum will be presented the President's
Council for consideration.
Many want the conference to remain at
Covenant for a variety of reasons. The
main reason for having the Christmas conference is it allows students a lower tuition amoun t.
The conference brings in between
$35 ,000 and $65,000 in revenue, which
amounts to between $50 to $75 in tuition
savings per student per year.
Some students say that even this relatively small increase would be a financial
burden, but others contend that the added
trouble of packing up dorm rooms during
exams is not worth the extra savings in
dollars.
Another reason the administration wants
to keep the conference is the ministry aspect of the conference.
Herb Politano, Director of Auxiliary
Services, described the relationship between Covenant College, the PCA and
Reachout Ministries, the organization that
sponsors the conference, as a very close
relationship where Reachout assists the
PCA in training people in youth ministry.
Members of the administration say the
conference is a service to the community,

a recruitment tool and a good opportunity
to develop and maintain relationships with
people and organizations with which Covenant would not normally come in contact.
Matt Lindley, Senate President, believes
that having the conference in between
semesters breaks the year in half, gives
more of a semesterly emphasis and con. tributes to some students' decision not to
return to Covenant in the spring.
Barb Schreur, Associate Dean of Students, has stated that if the conference
were discontinued, she would require students to clean their rooms even more thoroughly, and in many, if not all cases, she
would still require students to clear out
their rooms to the same degree because of
the repair work done by BEST during the
Christmas break.
According to Sam White, Student Senate Vice President and chairman of the
committe, the referendum will be voted
on by students, faculty and staff.
"Since this affects much more of the
community than just the student body, it
is my intention that everyone have a
chance to vote on this issue, including professors, administrators, and staff," said
White.
"The committee is seeking to inform
everyone of the circumstances surrounding the issue, therefore we intend to pub- .
lish a fact sheet listing the pro's and con 's
of the conference so that everyone will
have a better grasp of the whole issue, and
not just one side," continued White.
The committee is composed of Senate
Vice President Sam White, Senate Secretary Grace Sukhia and Junior Class Presi·dent Stephen Scott.

Chaplain, cont'd
sidered the college 'pastor,' to the end that
any one faculty member, administrator, or
student is relieved of this shared responsibility," reads the document.
"People may have the concept that he
should be an ordained [minister] , I have
never had that' concept. And because he
is an elder in the Presbyterian church, and
because the way in which he has been involved in so many students lives, I almost
think he is just perfect for the job in every respect," said Brock.
"I think he is exactly the right person
for the job," continued Raymond.
Brock agreed saying, "I think he will
be a perfect chaplain. I am really excited
about it. We wanted someone who was a
faculty member and who would be acceptable to the faculty and the students, and I
think that few people would fit that description better than Dr. Graham."
"One of the connotations chaplain carries is that this sole individual is now responsible for the spiritual health of this
institution, and we will do everything we
can to deny that.
"He will certainly officiate and administrate the chapel program, and chair the
chapel committee, but in my mind its
much more the Ephesians chapter four
concept that he will excite and encourage

the spiritual gifts of this community to
bring about a wonderful chapel program
so that more and more people will say ' It's
my responsibility to make chapel a great
program'," added Raymond.
Recently the following qualifications for
the chaplain have been outlined by
Raymond, Barker, and the chapel committee : theological training or degree, ordination within the PCA either as a ruling
or teaching elder.
The chaplain must also be an exemplary
spiritual role model, a man of prayer and
discernment, and have the academic credentials sufficient to qualify as a Covenant
faculty member.
Graham has been an ordained ruling elder at Lookout Mountain Presbyterian
Church for 22 years and has actively led
worship for the past three years under the
care of Pastor Sandy Wilson.
Graham has been a member of the Covenant faculty for 24 years and plans to do
extensive theological studies on his sabbatical in the fall of 1996 with Covenant
professors and area pastors.
Graham wants to encourage students to
see God 's presence in all they do so that
learning becomes a worshipful activity,
tied in to the worship of life.

Nick Barker, Dean of Faculty, has approved the details of the Minority and Female Faculty Recruitment Program.
The proposal for this program was submitted by the Faculty Status Committee
which is chaired by Chris Dodson, Associate Professor of Business.
The purpose of the new program is to
"increase significantly the pool of qualified and interested faculty candidates who
are female or who are members of ethnic
minority groups."
The program will be administered by
Barker.
"It would be nice to have some more
diversity ... To me it's a really gratifying
prospect that we are moving ahead with
this program, because I think we' ve just
found it so difficult to find women and
minorities who, for a variety of reasons,
seem to fit our faculty needs," commented
Barker.
The Minority and Female Faculty Recruitment Program will provide money for
graduate studies for "certain outstanding
undergraduates" who will make a commitment to "accept a job offer if one were
forthcoming ."
It will not give "assistance to an individual purely on the basis of ethnicity or
gender."
There must be a defi nite need for the
individual's specific area of study in a current or officially planned part of the curriculum, says the proposal. According to Barker, inquiries have
been made by students in the areas of English and Psychology.
English and Psychology are not planned
for faculty additions until I 999 , which
could coincide with a current applicant's
doctorate program graduation.
Departments that have priority on a tentative faculty addition plan are language,
business , computer science, philosophy
and art.
These .are aside from next year's
planned addition in the Education Department due to J.C. Upton's resignation.
The participants in the Minority and
Female Faculty Re'cruitment Program
"must reaffirm Covenant's doctrinal statements and principles of Christian conduct
at least annually to continue to receive
assistance."
To even be considered for this program ,
applicants must be already accepted into
a graduate institution. The caliber of the
graduate program in which they are en-

rolled will be takeri into account.
Applicants must also be approved by the
academic department of which they will
be a part if they return to teach at Covenant College.
If an applicant is accepted, he or she will
receive a no-interest loan of full graduate
tuition or $15,000 per year, whichever is
less.
Three years' assistance will be " the
maximum ordinarily provided to a participant, unless an exception is granted by the
academic dean ."
The program will include no more than
three participants at one time. Therefore,
the Minority and Female Faculty Recruitment Program will have a maximum budget of $45,000 per year.
The program costs will be budgeted as
staff benefits of the department to which
the participant is connected, just as further education for faculty is currentl y budgeted.
_
But unlike the present programs for further education, the program expenses will
be what accountants call "prepayed expenses," said Bob Harbert, Vice President
of Administration and Finance.
So according to accepted financial practices , the college will not budget for these
expenses until they receive the benefit of
these payments.
"While we'll pay the bill to help (the
program participants] with their education
as they' re getting it, we won ' t expense it.
on our books until they come back here to
teach," explained Harbert.
President Frank Brock said that school
is committed to working the cost of the
program into the budget when a participant returns to teach.
"When you look at the length of time it
takes to get a doctorate and then the paying it back over a five-year period, we are
talking about a relatively small amount of
money over quite a long period of time.
"It should not mean a significant additional cost to the school," said Brock.
"If, within three years after the award
of a terminal degree, the participant is not
acceptable to the college for an open faculty position or no position at Covenant is
available, the full assistance will be immediately forgiven," states the proposal.
If a participant is hired by the college,
"the financial assistance will be forgiven
at a rate of 20 percent per year over the
first five years of employment.
If the participant leaves before the end
of the fiye years, the loan must be repaid
within the five year's period, with interest."

McKay
Used Books and CDs
Spend an afternoon browsing through Chattanooga s largest used book and CD
store. We have over 20,000 used CDs in stock, 90,000 used books, 1,500 used videos,
plus a large selection of used video games, laser discs, new and used books on tape,
and a select group of new magaz~nes.

Chattanooga
6401 Lee Highway
Phone: 892-0067

Monday - Thursday 9am-9pm
Friday - Saturday 9am-10pm
Sunday l 2pm-8pm
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Politics&Opinion
Christmas conference
not worth student cost
By Josh Leonard

Politics and Opinion Editor

'·

For those ofus who have lived at Covenant for multiple years the day of reckoning has seemed to arrive.
An intriguing pattern exists in the
live·s of Covenant
dorm dwellers who
are forced to make a
lifestyle change at
Christmas break.
If a person were to walk through the
halls of the dorms during December finals week , he or she would see the
strange behavior of students taking their
belongings out of their dressers, off their
desks, off the walls and trying desperately to fit what was once throughout
their room into the closet that was already straining to hold their clothes during the semester.
What is not able to be crammed into
the closet is put into boxes and taken to
the increasingly ladep, dark corners of
Covenant attic space.
Having to completely move out of
one 's room before leaving for Christmas is an arduous and purposeless task
for a student, and one which interferes
significantly with studying efforts during exam week.
Well my friends, the end could be
near. In less than a week, on Feb. 28, a
vo_te will by taken by the student body
on a referendum asking whether the
school should keep or do away with the
emphatically disliked Christmas conference.
To those who have not experienced
this event, the Christmas conference is
when the school invites different groups
to use the school 's facilities to hold their
conferences and house the people-usuall y high school-aged kids-attending
the conference during Christmas break.
However, for this to happen, students
living in the dorms must strip their
rooms of their belongings in order to ensure that they are not stolen or destroyed
by conference attendees.
Although students pay $1250 to over
$1900 a.year to stay in the dorm rooms,
that money is not enough to cover this
period over Christmas break.
Completely moving out of one's room
is not a couple of_hours' activity, but
many long hours of hard wo"rk, involving days of packin·g, cleaning and putting furniture back to its original place
in the room.
To make it worse, if students aren't
moved out by the set deadline-which
falls during finals' week and not aftera fine can be administered.
It is intriguing to see that the administration thinks students have this kind
of time during finals week.
But enough griping about C_hristmas
conferences, for with one vote of the
students, faculty and staff, the conference can be done away with ... or can it?
It is vital to point out that this referendum is not a motion which has the authority to do away wi th Christmas conferences but rather it will be part of a
"suggestion" given to the administration
portraying the "desires of the Covenant

community" concerning the conferences.
Although the referendum is a positive
step, the administration, according to a
Bagpipe source, refuses to clarify their
position should the majority vote be
negative concerning the Christmas Conference.
·
They continue to find benefits in
holding the Christmas conference while
overlooking the fundamental problem
with it.
The strongest position taken by the
administration is that they wilJ "seriously consider" the student, faculty and
staff positions in making their final decision.
It seems that if Covenant's focus were
solely on academics, as it should be at
an academic institution, the administration would be willing to listen to the
students' opinion on something that affects us and our studies so greatly.
The arguments for keeping the Christmas conference tend to fit into two basic areas: it saves money for students
and it's a ministry of the school.
According to the administration, the
fees generated by the Christmas conference saves students about $50 in tuition.
However, this statistic is questionable.
Although ·conference fees bring in
funds, the school still incurs additional
costs for repair, extra staff time and
standard operating time. It is doubtful
that Christmas conference brings down ·
the cost of tuition at all.
In the discussion of this being an actual ministry of the school, a couple
things need to be said. The very reason
for and foundation of Covenant is as an
academic institution dedicated to the
higher education of those within the
Reformed camp.
There should never be any other focus which draws away from the academic orientation of the Covenant community-including those under the title
of "ministry."
If this were not the case there is no
reason why the school should not dedicate half of its dorm rooms to a ministry for the homele.ss.
There is no academic benefit of the
Christmas conference from the perspec-tive of students but also from the perspective of the administration .
The administration views the conference as a service to the community, a
recruitment tool and a way to build relationships with people and organizations not normally related to Covenant.
This is worthy, but it does not amend
the fact that the Christmas conference
detracts from the academic focus of the
students without offering any academic
emphasis in return.
Covenant College is not the Church,
.it is a school. We are not payed to run a
ministry outreach program but rather to
provide the highest quality reformed
academic institution.
I would call on the administration to
focus on improving the academic life
of the college and bettering the ability
of students who pay thousands of dollars to attend this institution to have the
best academ ic experience possible.
C

Compited. by
=~

Josh Leon~id
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Cross-cultural studies Staley lectures explained
core no·t beneficial
By Frank Brock

President of Covenant College

The, Covenant College community can
benefit greatly from the recent Staley Lecture series and art exhibit ifwe will prayering from others societies is obvious and
fully consider the many issues raised.
does not need to be taught in a required
We need to learn
academic class.
that inviting someone
What is accepted as a cross-cultural exto campus to hear and
perience often doesn't seem to fulfill any
see what that person
true cross-cultural study, but to merely be
believes does not neca "filler" in order to fulfill the requirement.
es sariJy mean that
An experience that is only two weeks long,
Covenant Colleges
or one day a week for 6-8 weeks is not
endorses that person.
long enough. or in-depth enough to give a
Every day in every classroom we contrue cross-cultural experience.
sider the ideas of others; some we agree
Some projects are not even taken seriwith;.many we do not.
ously and gain no benefit for the student.
We do not want to'run the risk of failing
For example, Covenant's own study
to listen to what others have to say, espeabroad program in the Czech Republic is
cial! y when that person is an earnest Chrisconsidered by students to be an academic
tian as Mr. Knippers seems to be.
joke and merely an easy semester away
We need to learn that the watching world
from difficult classes here at Covenant.
does not see it that way.
Many students find they are able to fulThough Mr. Knippers was invited by
fill the requirement by using an experience
students, a requirement of the Staley lecfrom high school as cross-cultural, and
ture series, with the approval of some facmerely writing an essay on the impact the
ulty and administrators, Mr. Knippers
trip had on them four years ago.
presence on campus is seen by most people
Fourth, I don't think the number of stuoutside the college as an endorsement by
dents taking major trips, such as semesthe entire college.
ters abroad or Break on Impact, will No member of the Covenant commuchange if this were dropped as core.
nity can ignore the "outside" view of the
Those students that are drawn to those
college, because the college cannot exist
activities will still go. Since the college
. isolated or insulated from the outside
offers no cross-cultural financial aid, there
world. Perception can be more important
is no incentive or help for a financiallythan reality.
strapped student to choose to go abroad.
We need to learn the difference between
Because the requirement can be fulfilled
hearing words and seeing or hearing ar~
by such activities as tutoring down in the
tistic representations.
Chattanooga Valley, it is unlikely that a
It is one thing to hear of Noah, David or
student who isn't able and desirous of goJesus' nakedness, or to hear Mr. Knippers
ing overseas will change their mind and
lecture on nudity in painting; it is quite
go.
another t<;> see nakedness represented even
The incentive is taken out when the reif represented impression-istically.
quirement can be easily fulfilled right here.
. To say that the two are comparable vioThe requirement becomes meaningless
lates Levitical law and our common exwhen a student's heart and mind is enperience.
gaged in an activity they don't care about.
We need to learn the difference between
Fifth, this places an undue financial
seeing someone partially clothed and
burden on students. After paying tuition
someone totally naked. There is a differand room and board, most students can't
ence and it is not insignificant. .
afford to spend any money on a trip.
The great-masters of western art almost
The requirement is not a fundamentally
never portrayed complete nakedn~ss but
bad idea, but is one that is not realistic for
discreetly hid the subjects' genitals.
Covenant. We don't have the resources
The fact that an artist feels that such naeither in the fac~lty or in financi~l aid, t~
kedness is necessary to make a statement
do this project well. If it's not being done
today is more a reflection of our culture
well and isn't beneficial, it shouldn't be
than the greatness of the piece of art.
done at all.
We need to learn the difference between
The option could stay in the curriculum
pornography and art.
as an independent study for those students
Material that is designed to arouse pruwho still want to take a cross-cultural trip.
rient or lustful desires is not the same as
But core requirements should not focus
material that is designed to portray a peron non-academic, unfulfilling courses.
son, situation, or idea.

Lack of.financial and faculty resources blamed
By Karissa Case
Political & Opinion Editor
The Curriculum Committ~ is currently
reevaluating the core requirement of a
cross-cultural experience.
Only in existence
for two years, it is a
good possibi4ity that
the requirement will
no longer be required
for graduati_on.
I would like to urge
the committee to drop the requirement.
First, it places an undue burden on
teachers. As it now stands, each adviser is
in charge of presiding over all of their
advisees cross-cultural experiences.
This includes approving the experience,
laying out guidelines for completion, reading and assessing the final paper and all
final projects (photographs, sketches, etc.)
. and then determining the grade-all on top
of regular-to-heavy teaching loads!
Instead of requiring yet another timeconsuming activity, I would prefer to have
teachers spend their free time in freelychosen academic involvement in the extracurricular life of the community.
I fear that what little free time the professors have will be given to advising non~eneficial cross-cultural experiences.
Second, the program is very inconsistent. Most teachers I talked to are not at
all sure what their responsibilities entail.
For cross-cultural credits last year, most
students wrote personal journals, made
photo album memoirs, had sketch books
and wrote concluding 12-page papers on
their experiences. .
This year, most students are not required
to do anything more than write a 12-page
paper. But even this is open up to interpretation since some faculty told me they
had no time to be involved in reading extra papers, and would therefore not require
such a long paper.
Thus, students are left up to the whim
of how advisors view the importance of
cross-cultural studies.
Third, I am not convinced of the academic benefit for students. The requ"ired
class only meets four times and is con. cerned with such matters as sketching everyday things on campus and trying to interpret them in a different way.
The class is not an academic one and
merely takes up time and valued credit
hours: A lot of the discussion about learn-

INSTITUTE OF HOLY LAND STUDIES
• your extension campus in Israel

• M.A., semester abfoad
• 2 and 3 week pro~rams .
• cr~dits transfe,rable ,
Biblical History • Middle Eastern Studies • Hebrew
Language• Bible Translation • Historical Geography
FOR MORE INFORMATION: 1-800-891-9408

An art work that portrays an impression
of nakedness is not necessarily pornographic ..
We need to learn the difference between
portraying someone naked and portraying
Jesus Christ naked. Though fully human,
Jesus Christ was also fully God.
Would you want a painting portraying
the nakedness of your best friend, brother,
mother or father hanging in the lobby of
~e Covenant College chapel?
Would you want them to have to pose
for such a painting? Jesus called himself
our friend and our brother. His Father is
our Father.
We ne~d to learn the difference between
good motives and ·actions. Just because a
person is a believer and has good motives
· does not mean that what that person does
is acceptable before the Lord.
The most sincere love is often expressed
in the form of. a gentle rebuke. The believing community has a responsibility to
encourage one another to live holy livesthat means to live righteously not just have
good intentions.
Finally, we need to learn to respect private property and our Christian brothers.
The person who destroyed the paintings-not someone in the Covenant community, I might add-could have urged the
administration to remove the paintings or
could have even taken them down and
rolled them up and delivered them to the
administration.
That would have been quite different
than hastily and clandestinely destroying
someone else's property, especially when
that person was an uninvited visitor to the
campus.
I should add that the person did later
come and tell me what he had done, and I
am appreciative to him for being willing
to.come forth and admit his act.
The administration plans to ·make full
financial restitution to the painter, although
a destroyed artist's rendering can never
actually be replaced. The administration
believes that it owes this to our Christian
brother, Mr. Knippers.
The administration does not plan to
prosecute the person who destroyed the
paintings, for we do believe that the person who destroyed the paintings to be a
true Christian brother.
We will ask the brother to make restitution to the college, but we wil.l not pursue
a course of action in the civil courts--0ne
that would most surely be judged in the
secular press.
The fact that we choose not to press
charges in no way means that we believe
that this person had the right to destroy
private property without accepting the
consequences of his action.

Theory -of language revisited
In response to Dr. Foreman's artilce in mals." Eve and Adam thought and spoke
the last issue, I believe this is a question perfectly about God and bis special revabout the fundamental adequacy of human . elation. There was no knowledge that they
could not know, and no truth that could
language as a "vehicle" for truth.
It appears Foreman has not addressed not be "encoded" in human language.
The fact oflanguage being "human" and
several matters in considering the above
questions . Before we can understand the thus finite is not, in itself, problematic. In
effects of the fall, we must know what lan- creation, reality is not mysterious -in the
sense that it is ungr~pable.
guage is creationaUy.
Only from there can we move to the fall.
When sin was not a factor, did linguistic categories, symbols, and perceptions If we misunderstand what the fall means,
we've lost our way. But we must begin at
accurately reflect reality?
Language was created such even in re- the beginning.
-by Greg Baus
lation to tasks other than "naming the ani-
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Knippers' provacative
paintings prolllote Gospel
By Jeanne Faucheux
Guest Writer
On February 5-6, Covenant students
revisited Sunday School, with Bible stories retold. Only this time no one got to
draw in Joseph's coat of many colorsJoseph was naked .
So were Hosea and Gomer, John the
Baptist, Mary, Stephen, the Ro~an Guards
and Jesus. No one wore clothes in this
year's Staley lectures, according to controversial painter Edward Knippers .
In a series of well-planned lectures,
Knippers challenged the campus with the
subject of nudity in art.
Knippers discussed his motives and purPittsburgh Memory, 1964. "1 work o~t of a response and need to redefine tfze image
pose in using nude figures in bis narrative
of man in the terms of the Negro experience I know best," said Romare Bearden.
paintings, included slides of his work and
had question and answer times following
his lectures.
Knipper's first lecture provided a brief
overview of his thoughts as he addressed
our culture's need to have the story of
Christ retold.
who
was
from
the
Caribbean.
He
showed
Because society has lost its ability to
By Tonita Cagnolatti
his
own
life
as
the
experience
of
many
recognize
the Christian narrative today,
Guest Writer
African Americans and invited his audi- Knippers sees the Christian artist to be in
As I walked through "Art in a Graphic ence to make themselves at home.
an enviable position with the responsibil-·
Odyssey," I saw the life of a black man
Bearden' work was not limited to any ity to present the Gospel in such a way as
represented in the work of Romare one style or stereotype of art: Even with- to intrigue and attract the viewer.
Bearden (1912-1988), an African Ameri- out knowing the meaning of all the symThe provocative compositions are_incan artist who wanted to be known first as bols in his art, it is apparent that the dif- tended to make a lasting impression.
an artist and secondly as a black artist.
ferences in the subjects and scenes are
Explaining his own calling to paint the
Bearden doesn't just paint people, he examples of many people's lives-in the Incarnation of Christ, Knippers seeks to
puts his memories and his feelings into his rural South, in northern cities, and in jazz work within the Western Tradition of art.
clubs.
This means placing his subjects in time
work.
His work is like an odyssey through and space in order to clearly depict the
When f viewed his work I didn't see pictures, I saw life through lively and color- which one can see his many styles and action of each· scene and to paint them re·
. ful memories broken and pieced together themes, including images from classic lit- alistically.
erary works and ritualistic images of the
However, he does not want to limit his
in his collages and prints.
scenes to-a particular place or time. ThereI saw black people-grandmothers, Caribbean.
Bearden used a variety of printmaking fore, painting nudes allows him to tranmothers, children, musicians-who are
techniques, including lithograph, seri- scend the limitations of a specific setting
important in Bearden 's life.
I_n fact , that's exactly what Bearden graph, sugarlift, etching, and photo en- while still presenting the clear message of
wanted; he wanted people to see his heri- graving to produce art that could be pur- a biblical event.
Without the "trappings of time," the
tage as an American, a heritage which is chased by those who could not afford tranude figures allow the universality of the
sometimes overlooked in the history of ditional art.
In the process of showing his own life message to be understood.
America and in the image people of other
so people could see the images ofAmerica,
Many consider this a double standard
countries have of America.
Many ofBearden's prints have roosters he produced work that was pot like any and wonder if excluding clothing for the
in them as an image from his childhood in other art in America. In doing this he be- sake of a broader application may be a
Charlotte, North Carolina, where he lived came America's premiere collagist.
betrayal .o f the realistic interpretation.
Looking
at
Bearden's
work,
the
viewer
Specifically in his illustration of Jesus,
with his grandmother.
The memory of his adolescence in Pitts- may not see the realism of a portrait or be Knippers has caused much controversy.
burgh, with his mother and father, is rep- awestruck with_the type of beauty associ- His paintings have been considered vioated with a beautiful landscape painting.
lent by many.
resented by the trains in his prints.
But in the abstract expressionism of
Knippers explained that he painted Jesus
The jazz scenes in his work represent
Bearden's
work,
the
mood
of
the
jazz
club
as
a more fleshly and strong figure in orBearde!i 's memories during his twenties
is
apparent--one
can
almost
see
the
bus·der
to combat the false image of a "weak
in Harlem.
The Caribbean images were made real tling activity and hear the sounds emanat- and tepid Christ." He did not want to portray a "warm fuzzy ideal." In order to more
to him by his retreat there, and by his wife, ing from his work.
accurately portray Christ's personality,
Knippers felt compelled to acknowledge
the humanity of Christ including his poPrices are also varied, ranging from free tential for anger and passion.
By Rebeka_h Needham
In the use of nudity, Knippers also bebooks for children to ten or twelve dollars
Guest Writer
lieves
himself to be combating the liberal
for some of the newer editions. The averfeminist
religions that want to advocate a
There is a little shop, partly indoors, age is between two and six dollars.
female
savior.
In portraying the human
You will find any subject you want:
partly outdoors, of second-hand books.
Jesus
in
an
anatomically
correct way,
. The place is not heavily frequented, so children's books, Civil War books, stereoKnippers
boldly
refutes
this
view and
there are few customers and the shopping typic teenage novels, sports bqoks, textbooks, British novels-they 're all there. emphasizes the reali~ of the incarnation.
is quiet and peaceful.
Further in the evening lecture, Knippers
Once you arrive, you will be free to You simply have to search as you would
discussed the role of the viewer in apprefor buried treasure.
browse around.
The Book Company is open for busi- ciating the nude in his artwork. "How are
Some books are shelved neatly, some
are stacked on tables, while still others are ness Tuesday through Sunday, 10 a.m. to we supposed to look at them?" he had once
stacked carelessly in a heap. All the books 5 p.m., and is located at 1920 South Kelly been asked.
To this, Knippers responded by addressare used and range in conditi'on from ex- Street at 23rd, just after exiting onto 4th
ing cultural digression as exhibited by the
Avenue off of I-24. ·
tremely good to falling apart.

African American artist
portrays collage of life

Treasure to be found in used books

modem confusion between the terms "na-ked" and "nude." In this discussionwhich many consider mere rationalization-Knippers claims to be seeking to
redeem the current connotations of nudity
in terms .of "cheap sex."
In his opinion, twentieth century individuals have lost the understanding of
what the nude figure represents in art.
"Avoid hasty judgments" he warned and
explained that the nude has a "larger tie to
humanity than j~st sex."
In siIIJPler terms ,· Knippers asks the
question, "isn't the foot nobler than the
shoe?" He explains that in painting, the
human body is appropriate subject matter, "a noble subject for art," preserving
"the dignity of human kind."
To paint the nude is to carry out his calling as Knippers is convicted by the
strength of the image as an exciting and
· provocative form ·of communicating the
. gospel.
In using· it for God's purposes, he believes that he is carrying out a redemptive
act, using his talent as "a tool of evangelism with the language of paint."
Despite his efforts to redeem the nude
from its shameful position in the mind of
his viewers, many fail to accept his justification for the graphic presentation of the
human body in his work.
However, many have benefited by the
discussion as a practical example of defining a reformed world view and the term
"living redemptively" as classes confront
. students with these concepts.
.
Knippers' artwork then in a sense has
served its purpose here. People are talking and thinki~g and questioning just what
it all means.Our Sunday School lessons
may never be the same.

Compiled by Jen Calvert

MUSICAL PERFORMANCES
Michael Card in concert. Feb. 23,
· 7:30 p .m ., Memorial Auditorium.
(423) 698-4511.
Chattanooga Symphony presents The
Magic ~Flute, an opera by Mozart.
March 9, 8:05 p.m., Tivoli Theater.
(423) 267-8583.
Chattanooga Symphony's Big Band
Night with Michael Krajewski as guest
conductor. March 15, 8:05 p.m., Conn
Center, and March 16, 8:05 p.m., Trade
Center (423) 267-8583.

FILM SERIES
Crumb. February 23-24.
The Postman. March 1-2.
7 :30 p.m., Hunter Museum.
(423) 267~0968.

ARTEXIDBITS
A Graphic Odyssey: Romare Bearden
as Printmaker. Over one hundred prints
by the African American artist portraying social and political issues, street
scenes and jazz musicians. Feb. 3-April
7, Hunter Museum. (423) 267-Q968.
Painting Faces: Six Portrait Artists.
A diverse collection of portraits by six
artists with roots in Chattanooga.-Feb.
10-March 31, Hunter Museum. (423)
267-0968 . .
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Potok writes of depth
of human suffering
narrative.
It is inevitable that one day Asher Lev
will want to portray the penetrating pain
I envy people who still have ahead of of his mother in his art; yet, how to do so
them the delight of reading Chaim.Potok's represents a fundamental artistic problem
corpus for the first time. I am on my sec- for him.
ond reading now, having recently re-read
Here, the plot thickens, and the above
The Chosen, The Promise, The Book of mentioned conflict of frameworks comes
Lights, In the Beginning, and My Name is into play.
Asher Lev (the third reading).
Asher concludes there simply is nothTo read Potok, in my judgment, is to ing in his Hasidic background that offers
engage a greater sense of what it means to a sufficient symbol or metaphor for charbe a human being. When reading his nov- acterizing his mother's pain. And, thus, he ·
els, I always feel that I am in the presence goes outside that tradition to the Christian
of a depth of emotion and beauty that is image of the crucifixion of Jesus Christ,
both painful and pleasurable.
an image that is anathema to the Hasidic
_In his novels I always hear what Jewish community.
Wordsworth refers to as "the still, sad
It is bad enough to be a painter, but to
music of humanity." You have to read him bring Christian symbols into one's art is
to understand what I mean.
beyond contempt. But, as far as Asher Lev
Potok has a Ph.D. in philosophy from is concerned, only the crucifixion can prothe University of Pennsylvania as well as vide a true picture of the emotional ana rabbinic degree.
guish that his mother has suffered over the
He grew up in the Hasidic community years.
Sometimes, Potok says·, our present conin New York City and, except for one novel
about a South Korean couple entitled I Am ceptual frameworks are simply inadequate
the Clay, writes out of that background.
to get at the reality of the world present to
He was a Jewish chaplain in Korea dur- us. However, embracing any element of
ing the Korean War which provides some an alien interpretive paradigm is not withof the material for his novels The Book of out its risks and hurt.
Lights and I Am the Clay. I heard Potok
The showing of Asher Lev's crucifixlecture at Lee College last semester. His ion paintings and the consequent response
lecture was an analysis of his writing, gen- is the climax of the novel. Asher's famil y
erally directed to explaining an - cannot understand why he has done this Refering to Michelangelo 's Pieta, Potok's Asher Lev says, "I was i. "! observant Jew,
overarching theme in his novels, a theme thing; how can he paint his mother being yet that block of stone moved through me like a cry ... "
that is central to an understanding of My crucified on a cross?
Name is Asher Lev. ·
·
He is ostracized by the Hasidic commuPotok believes that human beings are nity, and we discover from reading the
born into a framework of views and about sequel, The Gift of Asher Lev, that he esthem. Yet, there comes a time or moment capes to France and continues his art.
Arthur Hiller, the president of the BEST PICTURE
of crisis when that framework is deficient
Reading My Name is Asher Lev, and
Academy of Motion Pictures and Sci- Apollo 13
and one has to reach outside it for addi- then The Gift ofAsher Lev in a sequence
ences, and· Quincy Jones announced Babe
tional ways for conceiving the world.
is a treat to be anticipated.
the Academy Award nominations Braveheart
There are options here, Potok believes.
When I read Potok I .find myself feelTuesday, Feb. 14, on CBS This Morn- The Postman
One can stay within one's familiar frame- ing especially grateful to God that He has
ing .
Sense and Sensibility
work, reject it, or try to embrace what we · made me the kind of being who can expeGene Siske!, renowned film critic, DIRECTOR
Calvinists would calf "common grace in- rience the sheer aesthetic, emotional, and
appeared on the program to give his Mike Figgis (Leaving Las Vegas)
sights" in the alien framework _and bring intellectual delight that can be had in readanalysis of the selections.
Mel Geibson (Braveheart)
them to bear on our own experience as a ing someone who has Potok's vision.
He commented on some of the un- Chris Noonan (Babe)
more adequate means of interpreting that
Certainly, Potok is not a Christian, and ·
usual choices made and also on the Mike Radford (The Postman)
experience.
he writes about people who derive no apexclusion of several strong candi- Tim Robbins (Dead Man Walking)
The last option is a pivotal point of My parent redemptive comfort from their thedates.
BEST ACTOR
Name is Asher Lev.
ism.
Siskel thought Braveheart, which Nicholas Cage (Leaving Las Vegas)
Asher Lev is born into a Hasidic JewYet, he writes of the transcendent, of hureceived ten nominations, Apollo 13; Richard Dreyfuss (Mr. Holland's Opus)
ish community that sees drawing and mans struggling to get their acts together,
which received nine nominations, and Anthony Hopkins (Nixon)
painting as essentially akin to idolatry. of people who are trying to maintain eterThe Postman all did surprisingly well. Sean Penn (Dead Man Walking)
Asher, unfortunately, has the "gift" of- nal beliefs that are sorely tried by the conItaly's The Postman is the first for- Massim..o Troisi (The Postman)
drawing which, while they are distressed tingencies of their lives.
.
eign-language film nominated in the BEST ACTRESS
about his artistic interest, is generally inI read Potok because I vicariously find
Best Picture category since Cries and Susan Sarandon (Dead Man Walking)
dulged by his parents.
myself in his books, and as you know, I
Whispers in 1973.
Elisabeth Shue (Leaving Las Vegas)
A further complication in the novel has think the unexamined life is not worth livAlso , Massimo Troisi of The Post- Sharon Stone (Casino)
to do with the continuing; almost patho- mg .
man is the first actor nominated post- Meryl Streep (The Br(dges of Madison
logical, emotional trauma that Asher 's
humously in twenty years..
County )
mother experiences over her past life in
If you neeo advice fOR Life OR Love,
· Conspicuously absent from the Emma Thompson (Sense and
Russia.
WRlTe Dealt. A&&y.
nominations were John Travolta for Sensibility)
There is a Yiddlsh word, weltschmerz,
BuT lf you oon'T know how TO wme Ab&y,
Get Shorty , Nicole Kidman for To Die BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR
meaning " world-pain," that describes
OR have orhe1t. w1t.mnc; neeos in .youR Life as
For, and Ron Howard, director of James Cromwell (Babe)
Asher 's mother 's feelings-indeed, the ·
a sTuoem,
Apollo 13.
Ed Harris (Apollo 13)
condition of weltschmerz permeates all of
vrsir you1t. Local w11.mnc; cenTeR in
Leaving Las Vegas and Dead Man Brad Pitt (Twelve Monkeys)
Potok's writings.
SanoeRSon 101.
Walking, which have garnered many Tim Roth (Rob Roy)
As might be expected, Asher 's artistic
We Offl!R ass1swnce wirh:
other
awards , were not nomi nated in Kevin Spacey (The Usual Suspects)
life will one day be affected by the emochoosinc; TOp1cs, 01t.c;amzainc; paprns, ano
the
Best
Picture category.
BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS
tional climate in his family life.
010RI!.
The 68th an nual presentatio n of the Joan Allen (Nixon)
Eventually, Asher Lev is "apprenticed,"
W1t.mnc; TUTORS Anca Luca, Bersy
Oscars will be televised li ve on ABC Kathleen Quinlan (Apollo 13)
in a sense, to one Jacob Kahn who drills
Marrbews, SaRa P1pa, Auliwm Paulk,
on March 25, hosted by W h oopi Mira Sorvirio (Mighty Aphrodite)
into Asher the need to be honest in his art;
EL1za&e1h Wilson, ano Lisa. Srucky a1t.e
Goldberg.
Kate Winslet (Sense and Sensibility)
all honesty that will create a crisis in the
avaiLahle TO help you.
-compiled by L esley Monroe Mare Winningham (Georgia)
novel that is the key critical focus of the
By Reginald McLelland
Faculty Writer
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Hegelian story: the Little Spirit that could
By Phil Ledgerwood
Religion & Philsophy Editor
Once upon a time, there was nothing.
There were no birds, no trees, no macaroni and cheese. There were no moms or
dads or little boys and
girls. Even the world
was formless and
void. No, there was
nothing to be seen.
There was, how• ever, a Little Spirit.
This Spirit had a lot of names: Idea,
Reason, World-Spirit, Geist .... Of course,
the Little Spirit didn't know any of these
names, because there weren't any Germans to call him any of them.
There wasn't even anybody around to
call him Little Spirit, but that's what he
was, all right. So, the Little Spirit just sat
around not doing anything, because there
wasn't anybody or anything to play with
or talk to.
One day, the Spirit thought, "I'd sure
like to think about and understand something, (?ut there isn't anything else around
but me. I know, I'll try to understand myself! But I can't think about myself like
this; I'm inside! I need to think about
myself from the outside, so I can see what
I'm rt:ally like."
Now, you see, the Little Spirit had a

problem, because he was invisible.
Not only that, but he didn't have any
stuff to him. He didn't have any skin on
his bones. He didn't have bones at all.
You couldn't see, hear, smell, taste, or
touch him. He was all thought, like what
goes on in your head.
So you know, children, how hard it must
be for a Spirit that is all thought to think
about himself. So, the Little Spirit decided
to change into Matter, which is all the stuff
in your room, in your house, in your
yard-all the stuff everywhere.
With a thought, the Little Spirit became
Matter.
"Now," thought the Little Spirit, "I can
think about myself as an object, instead
of as myself."
The Little Spirit still _had a problem,
though, because Spirit and Matter are very
different things, indeed.
So, they began to wrestle with each
other. At first, this looked bad, because the
Little Spirit had never intended to fight
with anyone, especially himself-remember, children, that Matter is Spirit all along.
This was confusing at first, but the Spirit
noticed that, as they wrestled, things began to happen. The sun started to shine.
The world started to tum and fly around
in space. Birds flew and waves crashed.
The Little Spirit was learning all kinds
of_new things, and he realized that, if he

was to learn anything about himself at illl,
this is how it had to be done.
Matter, of course, thought none of this;
Matter can't think. That is the Spirit's job.
The Little Spirit soon saw that, while
he was learning al:)out himself through
Matter, he still needed something to help
him understand himself fully.
So, the Little Spirit decided to make a
bunch of things like himself. He took a
little Matter from the ground, and gave it
Spirit. In this way, the Little Spirit created
man in his own image-made of both
Spirit and Matter.
Man wanted to understand the Little
Spirit, too, and tried to do this different
ways.
Sometimes, he pretended the Spirit was
in a different world, and Matter was just a
reflection of him, like when you look at
yourself in the lake. Sometimes, he pretended Matter was more important.
One day, a man named Descartes figured out what the Little Spirit knew all
along: the best way to understand Spirit
would be to understand himself.
A little later, a man named George
Wilhelm Fredereich Hegel-his name was
long, so he liked to use long words like
phenomenology-made up ~e story I'm
telling now.
He wrote it down in a big book that is
so big, people called philosophers beat

Scarcity undervalues the ordinary
value is created by the labor that goes into
making finished products.
The problems with this way of assignHave you ever noticed the wonder with ing value are many. For instance, the lawhich children collect stones or sea shells? bor theory of value fails fo take into acYou can see them frolicking on any shore count the value of the capital-intensive
or gravel parking lot. machinery that is provided by the owners
\ The concern of to make the labor of those workers espel such children is rarely cially productive.
' connected with the
Even more importantly, because Marxmonetary value of the ism fails to include any built-in way of
objects found. They organizing the means of production, it
simply enjoy the ob- tends to devolve into a sort of statist sojects' beauty.
cialism in practice.
Now, consider a diamond. What makes
The experience of state socialism is that
it so valuable when a potentially as pretty bureaucracies are unable to take all the
quartz crystal is "worthless?"
important variables into account to effecWell, economics tells us, plain and - tively run the economy. Thus, the state
simple, the answer is scarcity. The fact that · ends up just making a bigger mess of
diamonds are so rare, means that they are things in the long run.
immensely valuable.
So, for the moment, the evidence seems
- That is the genius, and the curse, of capi- to indicate that allowing the forces of suptalism: it efficiently allows market forces ply and demand to determine "market"
to quantify the value of almost everything value is much more efficient.
in society by giving the mechanism of
However, I am concerned that we allow
supply and demand free reign. Those scarcity to determine the value we place
things with a low supply and a high de- on far too many things.
_mand, have a high value.
For instance, there is the oft-attacked
This is ~ true about human labor as it standards for female beauty. It has freis about everything else. Thus, since the quently been said that those standards are
particular skills of brain surgeons and demeaning to women because they conNBA basketball players are scarce, tain such an unusual combination of charcoupled with their high demand, such per- acteristics which few women could ever
, sons possessing these skills are considered attain , such that many women develop
extremely valuable.
poor self-images.
On the other hand, there has been a glut
I agree with this criticism, but I think
ofliberal arts PhDs on the market for many . that perhaps we are overlooking the fact
years. As a result, even though they spend that these standards came about precisely
at least as much time in school as medical because they are so unattainable.
doctors or lawyers, their salaries are not
It may be argued that it is only natural
as high. In even _less demand are world- to undervalue the "ordinary." However, I
class in-ground pool builders ...
side with St. Anselm who taught us to
One common alternative to this way of "think God's thoughts after Him." .
assigning value is the Marxian "laborI dop't think that God places the same
theory" of value. According to this theory, value on things as-we do. The Scriptures

By Aaron Larsen
Religion & Philsophy Filler Writer

say that among those God has chosen,
there are "not many wise, not many
noble," at least by typical standards.
It doesn't seem that God's value system necessarily lines up with those of a
free market economy. ·
I don't know whether or not this means
that we need to make any radical changes
in our economic system. I certainly
wouldn't advocate any major changes
without first offering an alternative system, and I don't have any viable options
at this time.
My neo-Marxist friends make pious
statements about the need to create a "postscarcity" economic system. The problem
is that, frankly, I don't think they have a
clear idea of what they mean.
Even though I really can't imagine just
what the "new heavens and earth" will be
like, I would like to think that, however
economic terminology might apply, it will
have_a post-scarcity system.
Until then, I suppose that scarcity is an
inevitable condition in our cursed and
fallen world.
But in the meantime, we must make sure
that we keep "supply and demand" in its
place so it doesn't become our master.
In the future, we might better appreciate things for what they are, like beautiful
sea shells, and not despise them for their
commonness.

themselves over the head with it.
One of the men who heard it was named
Martin Heidegger, and he loved it so much,
he added to it, because he knew that boys
and girls want to understand themselves
just like the Little Spirit. So children have
to figure out ways to look at themselves
as objects, too.
We too are opposites, just like Spirit and
Matter. When these opposites wrestle with
each other, things happen to us, just like
Spirit and Matter make the birds fly and
the waves crash.
So, everyone is like his own little world.
But this is what Heidegger added, and we
want to hear Hegel's story.
So, all the moms and dads and boys and
girls wrestle with themselves a little, and
it helps them understand themselves.
And as they understand themselves better, the Little Spirit understands himself
better.
On_e day, the Little Spirit will be a Big
Spirit, because he will understand everything, and he'll bring all Matter back to
himself.
Then, the wrestling will be over, and the
Big Spirit will be together with himself
and everyone will be with the Spirit and
everyone will live happily ever after.
Good night now, children, and we'll
have another fairy tale tomorrow.

Covenant Theological
Seminary has granted our
biblical studies and missions department the privilege of selecting one Covenant College student for
a full tuition scholarship
for one year.
If you are interested in
attending Covenant Seminary and are planning on
the pastorate or mission
field, we invite you to apply for this scholarship to
the Biblical Studies and
Missions Department in
writing. Please include a
brief descriptjon of your
call to the mini~try and
your reason for wishing to
be considered for this
scholarship.
The Deadline for application is March 1.
-Dr. Roger Lee Lambert
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White trash on West Brow
Let me explain. For several weeks, Krista,
Heather, and Helen have been awakened
in the middle of the night either by the
Greetings from the shack on West Brow, sound of scratching or gagging coming
where it's cold when it's windy, hot when from the walls.
It was b<!-d enough that something was
the air is still, and wet when it rains; where
the trash piles up and the rats are the size living in our walls, but now this being was
growing nauseous; which not only means
of small dogs.
For these reasons, I often contemplate that our living conditions are truly subthe miracle of still being able to live on human, but that it would probably die
soon. This is not a comforting thought.
West Brow.
Our only option was to call Jim, the
We have a problem with trash and
strange smells at our house. It takes us a Terminix-man. Whenever Jim comes to
while to bag up all our trash and take it to exterminate our house he comes in wearing yellow si,mglasses and walking ginthe garbage cans for pick up.
This is partly due to the extreme dis- gerly, like a cat creeping along on the top
tance from our door to the garbage cans, of a fence.
He brings us Terminix calendars and
but mostly because of our laziness. But,
every few months we do manage to tote. advice on bugs and rodents. When he came ·
about the wall-sounds he guessed that
all the garbage to the road.
Our last trip to the garbage cans took what we had was a classic case of the chipplace this past week. Our neighbors munks.
Chipmunks my foot. The next morning
cringed to see our mountain of bulging,
bargain-brand trash bags heaped up by the the first thing I saw in the kitchen was a
side of the road, and occasionally spilling nice-sized rat stuck to the super-glue trap.
There was much rejoicing in our house
onto the road .
The neighborhood dogs probably en- over his eventual death and disposal.
Responding to the many requests to
We thought our rat trials were over. The
joyed it even more. They knew that I had
chosen the cheap brand of garbage bags. scratching and gagging ceased to sound share why we are wise as a tree full of owls,
They knew, and they waited for us to bring from the walls, Heather and Krista slept Elizabeth and I created Elizabeth and
peacefully again, and I even ventured Elizabeth: Consulting and Insulting.
up the trash.
Now don ' t think we' re on a different
Banana peels, empty cereal boxes, tin downstairs without shoes on one day. And
page than the rest of you, these sayings
cans and old leftovers are strewn all over then the walls began to smell.
We thought that we had won victory are creative ways to sweet-mouth a friend
our yard which only adds to our white trash
lifestyle. I think we' re learning to accept over th~ rodents, but it appears that that or gently tell the truth to people who might
was only one battle in a very long and normally get offended.
this new station in life.
Now, as sure as there are snakes in VirOur reasoning is, the trash smells a lot gruesome war.
We grow slightly faint_sitting in our liv- gini.a, I' m sure some of you out there don ' t
better out in the yard than in our house, so
leave it in our yard. Our house has enough ing room as the extreme heat from the need our help because you're so e1oquent
vents (which gets up to 85 degrees some you could sell a double bed to the Pope.
strange smells already.
But for those of you who want to learn
The first revolting smell came from the nights) blows over the decaying body of
how
to talk a buzzard off a meat truck, keep
some
faceless,
nameless
rodent.
refrigerator. We planned to clean it, but
on
reading.
Jim,
our
.Terminix
man,
tells
us
that
we all know that the life of a student can
Some of you may feel that trying to use
be unusually hectic-what with home- nothing can be done ; we simply have to
these
sayings in the right context and situwait
it
out.
I
think
we
can
do
that,
after
work and episodes of Jeopardy on every
ation
is
harder than trying to scratch your
all,
we're
very
patient
people.
night.
ear
with
your elbow.
Ifwe
don't
mind
milk
jugs,
tin
cans,
and
That odor recently died thougQ, which
********
last
month's
thrown-away
leftovers
litterenables us to leave the refrigerator door
Let's
say
your
roommate comes back
ing
our
yard,
then
we
certainly
won't
mind
open long enough to take something out
the putrid smell of a dying animal. It's just from the mall with a brand new sweater.
and live.
·
Your roommate tries it on then asks you
The present odor seeps from the walls. our neighbors we have to worry about.
the fatal words: "How does it look on me?"
You think it looks awful , but you don ' t
want to say that-your roommate's feelings might be hurt! Then you remember
you've got options.
You could say:
"I wonder what that sweater would
charge to haunt a house?"
"Watch· out, that sweater would make a
The National Seminary of the Presbyterian Church of America
peeping Torn want to reach in and pull the
~
shade down."
"That sweater makes you look like you
were born on the ugly tree and hit every
branch on the way down, maybe it's just
not your color."
"That thing is so ugly the trash men
wouldn't take it out."

By Elizabeth Pratt and Rice
Features Editor

Elizabeth and Elizabeth:
Insulting and Consulting
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Ugh! It's the worst week of the semester! You're at the library trying to study in
carrel.
Someone next to is listening to Mariah
Carey on their headphones and trying to
sing along.
You could ask the librarian to please tell
this person to be quiet, but it would be so
obvious that you asked.
So you confront the annoyi ng, frustrated
singer yourself:
"Excuse me, you' ve got melody that
would give a headache to a dog. "

"Why that's near the tune the old dog
died on!"
"My, you sound like a hog stuck in a
gate, what song is that?"

********
Here's a special one for girls! Elizabeth
and Elizabeth Consulting and Insulting
understand how exciting it can be to finally get a date here at Covenant. It also
can be very nerve racking! But whatever
you do, don ' t let the guy know!
Here are some ways you can explain
why you ~e shaking like a dog passing
peach pits:
"I feel like a long-tailed cat in a room
full of rockers! "
"Don ' t mind me, I've got a bad case of
the peadoodies."
"I've got the flitiflats. "
"I've been squirming like a worm in hot
ashes aB day!"

********
Sometimes prof~ssors give us homework that seems so impossible, it's like
trying to scratch your ear with your elbow!
With Spring Break corning up, you'll
be busy· as a mosquito in a nudist colony
preparing for trips and tests ...Who needs
another project due next week?
Professors sometimes deny our pleads
for extensions because they don't understand the way.you are communicating to
them about the level of difficulty. Here are
some ways to professors may understand
you better:
"That's going to be a hard dog to keep
under the porch."
"Figuring out this problem is like trying to wear out a crowbar."
"Getting me to read this is like trying
to poke a cat out from under the porch
with a rope."
"That's like trying to nail a raw egg to
the wall."
"Homework from that professor is like
trying to fetch water in a peach basket."
The art of creative speech is telling it
like it is, that is, shel1ing the corn down.
You can't be stingy or tighter than a whalebone corset with the creati ve j uices inside
of you.
I hope this helpful article will be a
primer for your mind!
-compiled by Liz Pratt & Betsy Rice
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Scots complete season
sweep of mighty Eagles
Luther-led Scots set .sights on TVAC playoffs
By Dave Harkins
Sports Editor

Whether high in the air or low on thefloor,forward Carey Whitfield has a knack for
coming up with the loose ball in efforts against Tusculum.
-

Covenant basketball
philosophy clinches win
Showy Cobras fall to fundamentally sound Scots
By Aaron Thompson
Staff Writer
Basketball is a philosophy. It may not
have quite the implications of Aristotle's
forms or Plato's dualism, but the game is
indeed motivated by its own metaphysical underpinnings.
However trivial such a concept may be,
it still begs a bit of investigation. The Scots
Feb. 15 contest with Virginia Intermont is
· a prime example of disparate philosophies
of what it means to play hoops.
.
There are two distinct streams of
thought that can be held to.
The first holds that what is important is
how you look when you play the game.
Oh the other side, what matters the most
is how you play the game.
The Covenant's men's basketball team,
proponents of the latter, taught the Cobras
a little practical lesson in philosophy by
overwhelming their flashy, yet unproductive, opponents.
After observing pre-game warm-ups, it
appeared the Scots were in for a night-long
dunk-fest. The Cobras were obviously
taller, bigger and quicker.
On the other side of the court were the
Scots. A recent road trip had resulted in
their usual warm-up jackets being stolen
from a hotel laundry room.
The jackets the players wore appeared
to be vintage 80s memorabilia dug out of
the storage closet. The "looks" advantage
clearly rested with the Cobras.
However, as tip-off arrived, Covenant
would soon prove that you can't judge a
basketball team by their antiquated warmups.
Lone senior Dell Cornett, the guts of
Covenant basketball for the past four
years, was honored with his parents at midcourt in a pre-game ceremony of accolades. Minutes later, he would outleap bis
6' 9" opponent to control the opening tip.
A Clint Ball three-pointer vaulted the
Scots to a quick lead-one that would wa-

ver back and forth for most of the game.
A balanced Scot attack would allow the
team to hang with the Cobras and take a
23-20 lead with eight minutes left.
Noticeably absent was the usually
dominating presence of Jeremy Luther,
who was held to a mere one point in the
first half. However, a Cornett free-throw
with three minutes left would notch the
game at 27.
In a stretch that typified the monotonous
half, the first period closed with neither
team scoring for three minutes.
When the shots aren't falling, it is necessary to have a defense that holds the
other team down with you and that is exactly what Coach Ken Brook's squad accomplished.
Luther came back from the intermission
determined not to be shut down for another 20 minutes. He torched the nets in
the second half for 22 points, and extended
the Covenant lead to an insurmountable
margin .
In fact, Luther scored 14 of the Scots'
points in a row, as Covenant made their
run to a 49-40 lead.
Of course, the Scots wouldn't allow
Brooks to escape the game without earning a few more gray hairs . Intermont
rattled off six points in a row to close the
gap to 49-47, ensuring that Covenant was
not on their way to an apparent blowout.
The strong play down low by Cornett
and freshman Cedric Thomas, who both
posted up against taller opponents, pulled
the Scots through in the stretch.
. A Carey Whitfield put-back at the threeminute mark stretched the lead to 61-54 .
The deal was sealed by insurance freethrows and the Scots outplayed the surprisingly dunkless Cobras, 70-62.
Covenant showed they can play ball.
They out-classed and out-hustled their
opponents to complete a season sweep of
the Cobras. All they need now are some
ne w warm-ups and they'll have the looks
to boot.

The Scots beaded into their Feb. 9-10
weekend road games against Alice Lloyd
and Bluefield with high hopes and a little
desperation.
With a TVAC ranking of fourth place,
the Scots hoped to knock off the number
one and two teams in the conference, the
high-flying Eagles and tough Rams.
Two losses could have sent them into a
downward spiral in th,e conference, not to
mention a shot to their confidence levels .
Two wins c0uld have moved them up a
spot or two in the standings and could have
given them that confidence boost so crucial for next week's TVAC playoffs.
Instead the Scots encountered neither,
although toying with the latter, before
bowing to the Rams of Bluefield, after
mowing down the Alice Lloyd Eagles.
In defeating the Eagles, ranked fourth
nationally in NAIADiv. II polls, the Scots,
for the first time ever, swept the talented
team from Alice Lloyd.
Perenially the Scots had never played
well in the remote surroundings·of Pippa
Passes, Kentucky and, to make matters
worse, the Scots have been struggling recently from the floor.
Before the game, Coach Ken Brooks

gave the team a pep talk.
"The challenge before the game was to
play hard and realize that tough times can
always be overcome."
It worked to near perfection, in terms
of on-court motivation.
"We played an excellent game and never
had any major lulls," said Brooks. "We
shot the ball very well and overcame the
major discrepancy in the free throw situation."
That discrepancy to which Brooks referred was the 45 Eagle free throw at~
tempts they were awarded, in comparison,
to a mere 23 overall for the Scots.
The Eagles made 38 of those while the
Scots hit 20 of their 23.
'1t seems [the referees] see things a little
differently up there. That's a major discrepancy," explained Brooks of the "home
court" referees.
The Scots overcame the Eagles advantage at the charity stripe by making ten
more shots from the floor, shooting 57
percent for the game, compared to the
Eagles paltry 34 percent.
With Lloyd's poor shooting, the Scots
held on in the tight contest and captured
the 88-83 decision.
"We had a performance that typifies this
team when it plays well," commented
Brooks on the impressive victory. "Everyone is contributing and not just relying on
Jeremy Luther to score."
Luther was the leader with 27 points
while Clint Ball popped in 16 points, including eight of eight at the line.
Dell Cornett had 15 points and Cedric
Thomas pumped in 14 and ripped down
11 boards.
The next night, Feb. I 0 , the Rams
brought the Scots back down to earth in a
fast-paced, frenetic game.
Bluefield's free-subbing , up-and-downthe-floor, running game proved to be too

much for the road-weary Scots who
dropped the contest, surrendering 100
points in the 100-89 loss.
"It's a tough game to play without much
preparation," explained Brooks. "We were
a little physically and mentally fatigued
from the previous night."
The Scots had a chance in the waning
moments when they cut the Ram lead to
three. That was as close as they would
come, though, as the Scots fouled the
Rams on their final five possessions. The
Rams responded by nailing nine of the ten
freebies, icing the I I-point victory.
Luther tallied 32 points to lead all scores
and Jake Walls showed a deft shooting
touch with 19. Dell Cornett muscled down
low for 13 rebounds and 14 points.
On Feb, 17 the Scots defeated the Cavaliers of Montreat College, 69-66.
After blowing an 11-point lead in the
closing minutes, Luther converted a threepoint heave from beyond the half-court
line to break the tie at the buzzer and give
the Scots the victory.
Covenant now has their sights set on the
TVAC playoffs in which no Scots' team
has ever advanced past the second round.
That is their ultimate goal but only time
and the next few games will tell as the
Scots hope to go where no Covenant men 's
team has gone before.
The Scots ' opening play-off game is
slated for tomorrow at 7:30 on Scotland
Court against an undetermined team.

Scots revenge
hapless Pioneers
By Jeremy Davis
Guest Writer
On Tuesday, Feb. 13, the Scots basketball squad met the Tusculum Pioneers, the
team that took away their undefeated conference status in their first meeting at
Tusculum earlier in the year.
The game was a crucial one for the Scots
because it was the first in a stretch of four
important conference games.
Secondly, the Scots felt that they had
played poorly in their first meeting with
the Pioneers.
Now the Scots were on their home turf
and they were hungry for payback against
the lowly Pioneers.
The Scots took advantage of their second chance jumping out to a big lead in
the first couple minutes of the game. Soon
after, the Tusculum coach called a timeout and his team rallied to climb back into
the game. The Scots lead by a mere point,
37-36 at half-time.
But once again, as they have done for
much of the year, the Scots came out of
the locker room and put forth a strong second-half effort to defeat the Pioneers, 7465, dropping them into last place in the
TVAc. ·
Jeremy Luther led the Scots in the scoring column with 22, including three threepointers. Dell Cornett and Clint Ball also
hit three threes apiece enroute to 17 and
13 points re.spectively. Freshmen Cedric
Thomas and Jake Walls also made contributions of eight and ten each.
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Lady Scots step up scoring effort despite I ~
gritty 65-58 decision.
"We did an okay job at Alice Lloyd,"
Sports Editor
commented Smialek on the loss. "It's getOn paper, the Covenant Lady Scots may ting harder and harder for them to all step
not look very impressive.
up every game; everyone is going to have
They are in sixth place in the TVAC and a bad game."
trying to avoid dropping any further, which
Jennifer Brown played all 40 minutes,
would pit them again~t either Tennessee recording double-double with 21 points
Wesleyan or Tusculum in the first round and ten rebounds.
of playoffs.
Melissa Ferman was not far behind with
. Both of those squads have only a single 15 points and 11 boards while Huffine
conference loss and featu,re a host of tal- grabbed a team high 13 rebounds.
ent and a deep bench.
Hammond added 13 and dished out seven
Further, the Lady Scots' stat sheets in- assists.
clude a mere seven overall players, just
The next evening the Lady Scots faced
six when they hit the road for away games. the conference's "cellar dweller," handing
All the troubles that have plagued the the Lady Rams of Bluefield an 81-74 loss.
Lady Scots this season have already been
Covenant jumped out to a huge 20-point
chronicled. The list can often seem end- bulge at half-time due to bot shooting from
less, with the worst being the loss of cen- Klein and Brown.
ter Angela Krieg to a torn ACL on Jan. 18
Both cooled off in the second half along
against Tennessee Temple.
with the rest of the Covenant team, as the _
They have almost become accustomed Lady Rams came all the way back to
to the problems and have played through within two with seven minutes remaining .
them admirably but; admittedly, with tirThe Lady Scots were able to stop
ing bodies.
Bluefield at that point and end their climb
Coach Tami Smialek has seen her team back in claiming the seven-point victory.hit some ups and downs over the years and
Smialek attributed the win to her young
is happy with this year's squad despite the point-guard's play in the closing minutes.
numerous problems.
"Heather Hammond took care of the ball
"We're still very pleased with the effort late and made some good decisions for us.
and the attitude of the girls."
We hung on down the stretch."
Smialek recalls a team meeting they had
The key to the game was the Lady Scots'
about a month ago.
rebounding edge of 61-46.
"As a team after Angela got hurt, we
Kim Crawford pulled down 15 along
talked about no one player needing to feel with five points while Huffine totaled nine.
the pressure to fill in totally but that they
Brown led all scorers with 29 points and
all needed to step up their individual had 12 boards. Klein bombed in 22 points
games a little bit.
and Hammond handed out ten assists
"Now they needed to do the things they along with 17 points.
normally did plus some .others," said
The Lady Scots next assignment, three
Smialek.
days later, was a formidable one-the top"Mainly, to just continue to do the things ranked Lady Pioneers of Tusculum.
they do well," she continued.
Tusculum built up a huge 42-20 halfThe Lady Scots responded and, though time lead and ·ballooned it to a 30-point
not able to make up for al] 22 points and advantage early in the second half before
12 rebounds a game that Krieg's absence sitting down their starting squad.
has created, have done an adequate job.
The Lady Scots were able to slice that
Nearly all of the Smialek seven have margin in half but ended the game down
improved their individual stats since Jan. 17, 84-67, in a valiant second~half effort.
18, most notably Heather Hammond, SaSmialek had only praise for the powerrah Huffine and Kim Klein.
ful Lady Pioneers.
·
Adding to an already stellar freshman
"We .played a very good team. They
campaign, Hammond bas gone from 13 have much better athletes, a lot more athpoints per game to 20 points per game at letes than we do. They're just a talented
her point-guard position.
team,': remarked Smialek. "When you
Huffine, now starting as forward, has play a team like [Tusculum], mistakes
upped her rebounds per garn.e from one to you ' ve made all along get magnified."
seven.
For the third straight game, Brown led
Klein, with single game totals of 42 and the Lady Scots with 26 points while
40, has raised her output from nine points Hammond added 22.
per game before Krieg's injury, to 19
Huffine and Hammond each pulled
points per game at the present. ·
down five boards.
After a weekend where two games were . The Lady Scots match-up against the
canceled because of the ice storm, the Lady Cobras of Virginia Intermont on Feb.
Lady Scots hit the road again to face Alice 15 proguced an abundance of shots-142
Lloyd and Bluefield Colleges in the moun- in all, six, players who fouled out and a
tains of Kentucky and Virginia.
Covenant win, 86-73.
On Feb. 9 they matched up against the
The game was not a thing of beauty by
Lady Eagles of Alice Lloyd, the third- any stretch of the imagination. But a win
ranked team in the conference.
is a win, even if it is a bit ugly.
The Lady Scots found themselves down
Covenant won the game despite 34 perby eight at half-time, 34-26. They would cent shooting from the floor and a comget no clos~r than seven in dropping a bined 14 percent from beyond the arc. At

By Dave Harkins

a

Along with 42- and 40-point games, guard Kim Klein has moved from averaging
nine points a game to 19 points a game in the past month.
·
the line the Lady Scots shot 71 percent and
converted 20 more freebies than their op- ·
ponents from lntermont who they defeated
for the second time this season.
Despite finding themselves down 38-30
at the half, the Lady Scots cut that deficit
quickly and soared to the 13-point victory.
Hammond poured in 34 points, includirig 15 of 19 at the line, grabbed 12 boards,
handed out six assists and had three steals.
Klein recorded 19 points and also !fad

three steals, while Brown made up for poor
shooting by making 13 of 15 at the stripe
to finish with 19.
Ferman pulled in a hefty 16 rebounds
and chipped in with six points.
This past weekend .on Feb. 17, the Lady
Scots dropped a conference match to
Montreat College, 78-72.
The loss dropped the Lady Scots to 916 overall and 8-11 ~n the TVAC, good
for sixth place.

I •

M~n~s Finai Top 20
27.33 .
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Wysong defends vandalism of artwork
Interview with Charles Wysong
conducted by Rachel Kennedy, Feb. 21.
BP: Is Charles Wysong there please?
Wysong: This is he.
BP: This is The Bagpipe at Covenant
College. Our sources tell us that you were
responsible for talcing down the Edward
Knipper paintings displayed in the chapel
on Wednesday February 14.

Wysong: I am.

. it. I don't care if you come at it from an
art standpoint. I don ' t care where you
come atit. You don't depict the Lord Jesus
in vile .. .If we put one of those in the vestibule of every church in this country the
church would not be edified.
BP: We would like to know a little about
yourself. Your background? We understand you are involved in tlie pro-life
movement here in Chattanooga? .
Wysong: What we do is help women
who are having physical or emotional
problems after abortions.

BP: Do you have a comment?

kind of display up there and not offend.
And so.it was wrong from the standpoint
that it was blasphemous , it was wrong
from the standpoint that it was lewd, it was
wrong from the standpoint that it was
questionable. That is the very lowest level:
that it was questionable. And Paul said he
would not offend, he would not use his
Christian liberty and offend others.
I guarantee you, if Covenant asked the
pastors of Chattanooga to come up and
look at that thing, Covenant would be labeled as the haters of God, as the enemies
of God.
. BP: Do you go to a church in this area?

BP: What organization is that?

Wysong: I sure do. I tell you what, if
that had bee~ Frank Brock's father that had
been hung up nude as the Lord Jesus was,
he would have tore him down too.
BP: So was this a religious conviction
for you?
Wysong: What else would it be?
· BP: You felt led by the Lord to do what
you did?
Wysong: I did, I felt led of the Lord to
·do that. Let nie just say this a little further.
What i just told you is the essence of the
..whole thing. If you saw your father hung
up like that would you do something? And
here we have the Son of God, Creator of
the Universe hung up in a vile display.
The Lord Jesus was never nude in his
public ministry. He was not nude in the
resurrection and we don't know for sure
that he was either beaten or crucified nude.
Everybody 's surmising.
And that wasn 't the only thing wrong
with that display, the whole display was
despicable. It looked like God ran a nud. ist camp in the Old and New Testaments.
And anybody that could not understand
that that was blasphemy doesn't have any
discernment.
BP: I understand that the school is not
legally allowed to press c~arges?
Wysong: I don't care if they do or if
they don't.
BP: Do you think any action should be
taken? You obviously do not feel you
broke the Lord's Law but did you break
the law of our land that.states that we can
not destroy other people's property? Do
you feel responsible in any way to make
restitution?
Wysong: No, none
I think the students and administration
of Covenant College, the fact that they sat
there [showed th~y] did not have the decency nor the discernment to do something
about that vile, wicked, lewd display.
And there are many men who have good
hearts but don 't have the spine to do what's
right. They ' re gracious people, but they
don 't have any spine.
It' s. basically what we've got in the
Church today. There is no justification for

Wysong: American Rights Coalition.
BP: Are you the head of that?
Wysong: Yes
BP: You are a friend of Covenant. We
understand that you are friends with President Brock?
Wysong: Yes. And I don't know how
much publicity they want to give to this
thing.
BP: Do you think publicity should be
given to this?
Wysong: If I were Covenant CollegeJ
wouldn't give any publicity to it. I think it
will come back to haunt [Covenant], but
that is [Cove11ant's] decision, not mine. I
don't really care ... Well Ido care, but I just
think it might be wiser to not make it public.
BP: You did an act that was public. Did
you want to make a statement or want
people to know how you felt and were
convicted?
·
Wysong: Not really, I just wanted to get
it off the wall.
I will say this and this is what I told
Frank Brock, I told him that as I looked at
those paintings that God brought to my
mind that two of the sons of Noah had the
decency to cover up the nakedness of their
father and I simply covered up the nakedness of the Lord Jesus.
I am not at war with Covenant or Ed
Knippers or anybody like that. I could not
even in my wildest imagination believe
that first of all a Christian man would paint
something that vile. And not just that, the
Stoning of Stephen was just as bad. Hosea
and Gomer is vile. And then to hang it in
the chapel building.
BP: Do you have a family?
Wysong: Yes. I have fourteen children.
BP: What is your occupation?
Wysong: My sole occupation is being
head of the American Rights Coalition.
It is not possible to put that kind of art,
if you can call it art, you can' t put that

Wysong: I am usually out preaching on
Sunday and I really don't attend a church
in this area but I am not into denominations.
·But I think if people would put it in the
perspective that had it been their father or
some member of their family that had been
depicted as the Lord Jesus was, hopefully
they would not have stood for that.
BP: How does this happen between believers within the Church?

ing, whatever he does prospers. That's
conditional; that's conditioned on: do not
listen to ungodly people and then he meditates on the law of God day and night. And
in Psalm 112 he says: Blessed is the man
who feareth the Lord, that delighteth
greatly in his commandments. His seed
shall be mighty upon the earth. And all of
his blessings of children, having Godly
children, stems from the mother and father fearing God and keeping His commandments. But the church can't even
name the Ten Commandments. Do we
expect that they would have godly children?
The art is simply a manifestation that
the church no longer honors the laws of
God, no longer knows the laws of God.
And therefore things like that art display
can be put into a chapel at a Christian college.
BP: What law specifically would you
say that the paintings violated?
Wysong: It's blasphemy, which is what
the third commandment is.
BP: Blasphemy in what way?

Wysong: But see, that is not true. I
Wysong: Lewd depictions of the Son
would say a great portion of the Church is of God.
not even saved. I would say that the Bible
says in Hebrews 5: 14 that strong meat
BP: Some people would say it's not
belongs to the~ who are of a full age, even lewd, yet you say it is. How do we discern
those who by reason of use have their that'?~ meditating on Goo's-law'?
senses exercised to discern both good and
Wysong: They wouldn't consider it to
evil.
The Church of Jesus Christ very poorly be lewd?
can discern between good and evil because
BP: That's what we' ve been hearing.
it no longer knows God's laws. Less then
one percent of the people in our churches
Wysong: The very people who would
·can tell you the _ten commandments. We
don't know the difference between right say that couldn't enumerate the ten comand wrong. The ten commandments are mandments. So where's the basis for their
understanding? The ten commandments
the very foundation of right and wrong.
Christian education. is not teaching dis- are the most rudimentary, the beginnings
cernment between good and evil. Those of our relationship with God.
are God commandments that no Christian · · My only desire is that Covenant Colcan violate. You can not violate those ten lege would come to look at what they're
commandments. And we Christians can't doing and repent. That is my only coneven enumerate the Law of God and then cern. Andteally when you put it in terms
they want to turn around and evaluate ev- of had it been your father up on the wall
eryone else's behavior. It's impossible to like that, it is lewd, it is blasphemous and
there isn't anyone with any spine that
do so without a standard.
And I dare say that many of the profes- would stand for that. I know I wouldn't.
sors at Covenant can't even name the ten
BP: You didn't.
commandments. I'd say most of the students can't either. We have lost our ability
Wysong: No, I didn't.
in the Church to discern good and evil
because we do not meditate on God's Law.
BP: Did you just happen to be on camIf they took the next chapel period and
asked everyone to write out the ten com- pus that day?
mandments we would start fathoming the
Wysong: No, someone told me about
problem in the Church today. God's promised blessings to his own Church are only it. They went up there and said it was horfound in obedience to the Law of God or rible. But I have found that not everything
people think is horrible necessarily ends
the commandments of God.
And one of those commands is that we up being that way, so I went up there to
accept Christ as our savior. But if you read see what it was.
for instance Psalm 1:2 says but his delight
BP: This gives us a better picture of your
is in the Law of the Lord and in His Law
_d oth he meditate day and night. Boy, who position concerning Wednesday's events.
Thank you for your time.
does that today?
We love to think about the third verse
Wysong: You're welcome.
that talks about being a tree and prosper-

